
BUSINESS PLAN FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS PPT AIRPORT

The following consolidated financial projections (the Financial The Debtors generally do not publish their business plans
and strategies or projections or .. contracted airport services such as ramp and cargo handling.

The Important Assumptions section also includes information on the third prong of the proposed marketing
strategy, which is to employ wet-leased or chartered aircraft to serve high-demand regional, seasonal, and
peak-traffic markets as a supplement to the regular scheduled service of the airline. However, the objective of
this exercise was to show that the proposed operation will be profitable even with much lower revenues than
would normally be expected, and the numbers do in fact confirm a profitable outcome. The sections about
your marketing plan and strategy are interesting to read, but they don't mean a thing if you can't justify your
business with good figures on the bottom line. Alternatively, an airport may set rates under the FAA's rates
and charges policy, which has higher risks but also higher rewards. Finance How to Write the Financial
Section of a Business Plan An outline of your company's growth strategy is essential to a business plan, but it
just isn't complete without the numbers to back it up. Then figure out what you have as liabilities--meaning
debts. The second priority at ALB reads, "Second, there shall be deposited each month into the Bond Fund and
the Accounts therein the amount required by this Resolution to be used for the purposes specified herein.
Create an expenses budget. Pinson also recommends that you undertake a financial statement analysis to
develop a study of relationships and compare items in your financial statements, compare financial statements
over time, and even compare your statements to those of other businesses. Start with a sales forecast.
Therefore, the only source that airports can use to pay debt service are the revenues, or a portion of the
revenues, generated from airport operations. Business planning or forecasting is a forward-looking view,
starting today and going into the future. For example, what you see in the cash-flow plan might mean going
back to change estimates for sales and expenses. Many people get confused about this because the financial
projections that you include--profit and loss, balance sheet, and cash flow--look similar to accounting
statements your business generates. And then use those comparisons to revise projections in the future.
Deposit to the senior lien reserve fund ranks higher than payment of subordinate obligation. These
assumptions were taken to ensure a conservative approach to the financial planning, and to demonstrate that
even with these constraints the proposed airline can be profitable as early as the first year of operations.
Therefore, the airports developed a rolling coverage approach to minimize the airline rates they have to
collect: Rolling coverage: the airport collects the coverage amount once, and transfers this amount from one
year to the next. Because you want to calculate gross margin. Part of this is a ratio analysis. Operating
Assumptions. The definition of Revenues is very much to my liking, and includes, among other things: All
operating revenues plus interest earnings Deposit from the prior year in the Development Fund that is
transferred to this year. Specify that the transfer amount can be added to Net Revenues when calculating debt
service coverage. After the fifth step, U. Any bank or lender will also ask to see these numbers as well to make
sure you can repay your loan. They would simply define it as "Revenues minus the Operation and
Maintenance Expenses. You don't want to be surprised that you only collect 80 percent of your invoices in the
first 30 days when you are counting on percent to pay your expenses, she says. Discretionary fund, which an
airport can use for any legal purposes. You should be utilizing your financial statements to measure your
business against what you did in prior years or to measure your business against another business like yours.
And you most likely won't present it in the final document in the same sequence you compile the figures and
documents. If an airport does not have adequate revenues, one would imagine that the airport would want to
pay debt service before replenishing an internal fund. Crew requirements and hour restrictions also were
considered in the planning. If you are seeking a loan, you may need to add supplementary documents to the
financial section, such as the owner's financial statements, listing assets and liabilities. The financial section of
a business plan is one of the most essential components of the plan, as you will need it if you have any hope of
winning over investors or obtaining a bank loan. Use the numbers that you put in your sales forecast, expense
projections, and cash flow statement. It also was assumed that the aircraft will receive maximum utilization,
up to six, seven, or more segments per day. Under a residual approach, the airlines agree to pay only the
minimum amount necessary to meet the rate covenant requirements. You do this in a distinct section of your
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business plan for financial forecasts and statements. This is your pro forma profit and loss statement, detailing
forecasts for your business for the coming three years. The amount deposited into the last priority, also known
as the bottom bucket, may be further allocated according to the airline agreement.


